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hese days creative artists have reason to be thankful that
their writings, images and films can be seen and sold
with very little likelihood of mterference from the law.
Things were different in Australia in the fifties and
sixties, the era of the famous Oz magazine case and the

regular banning of books and films that included scenes or
language that were considered to be unsafe even for adults to see
or hear. In those days ChIoe, a dayingly sweet Victorian nude,
caused a little scandal in polite society m Melbourne, and had to
be taken oH public view for some time before it found refuge in a
pub, copies of La/ita were very hard to get, and the painter Mike
Brown very nearly went to jail for a fortnight for showing work
that had the word "fuck" very small in it.

Now we have public displays of rampant sexuality in the Gay
& Lesbian Mardi Gras, this month reported as being the biggest
earner of any cultural event nationally. ABC-TV and later
Channel 10 have shown it at prime time since 1995 despIte the
statutory protests from the Festival of Light, a decision which has
been vindicated by the very low level of complaint from viewers.
Most people these days have modified their attitudes
considerably towards the depiction of human behaviours and
bodily functions which at its most basic is what so-called 'moral
outrage' has always been directed at. What more proof does one
need than the scheduled opening early in 1999 of the Museum of
Sex (Mosex) in Manhattan, brainchild of Alison Maddex, the
bisexual partner of Caffillle Paglia. The institutionalisation
process surely is complete when potenhal sponsors are told that
diStinguished scientists, sex historians, doctors, psychologists and
members of the sex industry are adVIsing the Museum.

And yet... this landscape of tolerance and pluralism has been
revealing some strange cracks and fissures recently as Julie
Robb's article in this Issue recounts. Some parts of the art world
can appear to be a closed circle, but nevertheless all works of art
exist on the interface between the world of ideas and the publIc

gaze.
Traditionally the art world has found various ways to deal

WIth this sensitive interface in which any member of the public
who says he/she is offended by a work can call the police. One
way is to simply edit out the risky pieces, as the curators of a
large retrospective of Andy Warhol's work which I saw U1 June at
the Kunstrnuseurn in Basel did. In a meticulously curated
exhIbition wh..lCh included large numbers of Warho\'slesser
known drawings and illustrations, nowhere was there a whiff of
the large oeuvre of no doubt sensitively rendered drawings of his
friends' privates referred to in Lutz Presser's article in this issue.
Would the sophisticated burghers of Basel really have been

offended'
The threat of legal action is so potent a disincentive to most

galleries to push the envelope that it has become customary these
days, and quite accepted, to deal with art works which the
management has assessed as a legal risk by showing them behind
some kind of barrier, usually a temporary wall or curtain, with a
sign warning visitors that they might be offended by the hidden
material- a self~adrninistered gallery equivalent of the way
Australian law deals with risky material by a system of
classification and a series of warrungs.

Ironically, the physical construction of this barrier is often
identical to that created to isolate 'installation' art works from
their surroundings for entirely different reasons (light level,
sound separation, or simply the need for a separate space).

'This type of self-eensorship mostly goes unremarked and if
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l1acOonald was M1<T1 and embdrrassed and leIt demeaned as an arti!.t by tne.e unantidp,lted resporne!.. In retrosPect she i!. ",re thI>

rt'>I'OI1St' from thI> mdle blue collM wor1<on to the wor1< would hol.e been d"lfferent h.ld she been older. Cl<' prefer<lb1Y d IMle arti!.t.

discussed most people regard It as a reasonably acceptable
compromise which allows artistic licence free of the threat of
public prosecution.

We were not always so prudent as evidenced In one legendary
incident of Australian censorship.

Bill Wright, Director 01 the 1982 Sydney Bimnale had arranged
with the recently opened Roslyn Oxley gallery in Paddington to
include a monumental new work Stupid as a Painter by Juan
Davtla, expatriate Chilean artist living in Melbourne, in a special
Biennal, group exhibition. Weight had originally Il1tended to
show it at the principal venue, the Art Gallery of NSW, but the
then Curator of Art Berruce Murphy wished to avoid the
sensationalising of the exhibition and the marginalising of other
artists' work. The Rev Fred Nile of the Festival of Light was
alerted. by an unknown person and in due course the Vice Squad
arrived and confiscated it. In the meantime Elwyn Lynn Director
of the Power Gallery at Sydney Uruversity agreed to show it as
part of another Blennale exhibition there and after the NSW
Premier Neville Wran stepped in pronOlfficing famously "The
Police have no business meddling in matters of art" the pamting
was released. Then ensued a battle amongst the university
hierarchy as to whether it should be exhiblted. Belgiomo Nettis,
founder and backer of the Bimnale pledged he would pay any
legal costs and.it was installed, albeit behind a curtam and with a
sign limiting viewers to 18 years and over.

There was no legal case to answer in the end, perhaps thanks

to Neville Wran's support as well as energetic advocacy by
Elwyn Lyon who maintained all his life that adults should have
the right to see whatever they choose, a stance which had
famously resulted in a police raid on Nation after his review of
Lolita appeared in 1958·9. Stupid as a Pamter created a great deal
of debate in the media about whether the artist was justified in
using graphic sexual imagery in a work of art despite his
statement that the subject matter of the work was m fact an
account of the history of painting.

Most state art museums have some anecdote about public
complaints, some more absurd than others. In 1985 a work by
emerging photographer Ann MacDonald, a diptych of life-size
male and female nudes bordered. by small squares containing
very indistinct images from pom movies, was selected for that
year's Perspecta exhibition at the Art Gallery of NSW. The work
was a subtle exploration of male--female relationships and the
border was intended as social background to the topic. After the
maintenance staff threatened to call in Fred. Nile to peer more
closely at this, the Gallery (without consulting either the artist or
the curator) found a crude but effective way to modify it - the
offending movie stills were simply covered by pieces of black
paper; perhaps a case of art absorbing the graphics of the
obliterating black texta used. by repreSSIve regimes to censor
printed matter. Notably the images that were censored showed
the male sexual organ.

When the same work was shown at the Australian Centre for
Contemporary Art in Melbourne some builders working on the
gallery rang 60 Minutes who ran a story on it without showing
the piece (the artist declined to give pennission) saying it was so
obscene they could not show it on television. MacDonald was
angry and embarrassed and felt demeaned as an artist by these
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unanticipated responses. In retrospect she lS sure the response
from the male blue collar workers to the work would have been
different had she been older, or preferably a male artist.

The Adelalde Festival Centre in 1988 was unable or unwilling
to find a solution to complamts about the satincal painting by
Wayne Fimo titled The History ofAustralia which included a
figure with a long knotted penis and the work was· turned to the
wall for the remainder of the show. Ten years later Robyn Archer,
Director of the 1998 Adelaide Festival, came under intense
pressure from the Greek Orthodox Church to Wlthdraw all copies
of the Festival poster showmg the Virgin playing an accordion.
Unlike Timothy Potts and the Piss Christ incident at the National
Gallery of Victoria which happened almost at the same time (see
page 15) she refused to capitulate and by a combination of
gaining the complete support of the Board and skilful negotiation
with the enraged Churchmen, the poster stayed up.

Also in late 1997 in Adelaide a public complaint resulted in the
police closing down a seemingly very unthreatening series of
photographs 01 nude figures standing against a background of
marijuana plants by Matt Nettheim and Jarnnes Danenberg
which were being exhibited in the window of the Sym Choon
shop in Rundle St. The question is was it the nudity or the dope
that offended'

Artist·photographers are particularly at risk at present. Bill
Henson has been accused of producing child pornography but
his impeccable credentials in the art world have protected him.

But fame is not always an advantage. In 1995 the retrospective
exhibition of photography by Robert Mapplethorpe which had
been shown wlthout incident at the MCA in Sydney (perhaps due
to assiduous attention by Director Bemice Murphy to educating
the influential members and Board members of the MCA about
Mapplethorpe's work) was in trouble when it went to the Art
Gallery of Western Australia. It was targeted by one of the
Gallery's own sponsors Healthways which withdrew Its funding.
Perhaps its brutal treatment in the USA by the Senate led by the
ultra right wing Senator Jesse Helms provided the precedent they
needed. A year later WA revised its legislation on homosexuality
decriminalIsing the sexual act and lowering the age of consenting
homosexuals, but conversely deeming anything promoting gay
or lesbian lifestyles to be illegal. It has to be said that many
galleries and most gay artists flout this law on a daily basis.
PICA's recent show Queer in the West was a distinguished case in
point, with the Director being asked on Triple J national radio
what it felt like to be breaking the law.

These confusions and contradictions in WA were fertile
ground for the prosecution of an extraordinary court case in
Perth involVing the artist-photographer Concetta Petrillo (see
Allison Archer's article page 54). In this case we see that a new
breed. of whistle-blowers has emerged in the fonn of photo
processors. A less gruelling and positively lularious case of this
happened in May in Birmingham where a student at the
University of Central England copied some images out of a
Robert Mapplethorpe catalogue in the library for use in a
dissertation. She took the film to the local chemist for processing,
who alerted the police, who in due course arrived at the Library
to confiscate and destroy the book muttering that this would have
to be investigated further. As the book was on sale at a nearby
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bookshop the Library was able to replace its copy readily, and the
Head Librarian was unintimidated and ready to defend the
principle of artistic freedom in court if necessary. The duty which
people such as photo-processors obviously feel to protect society
from moral danger is quite remarkable. A processor's call to the
police in America about some photographs taken by a mother of
her own young children resulted in the woman almost having
her duldren taken into care. In view of these appallmg stories of
IDlsmterpretation two other women photographers in Sydney
who have used their chIldren as subjects in works of art have
become very cautIouS about continuing that line of research for
fear of prosecution.

A recent event involving the Australia Council which received
a small mention in The Australian was particularly disturbing as it
saw the Council capitulating to political pressure of the most
blatant kind from the One Nation party.

Many people would be aware of the LOUD Festival in the
month of January 1998 in which young people intervened in
various capacities in the mainstream media of Australia. The
project received major funding from the Australia Council. As
one element of LOUD artists under 25 were invited to submit
postcard designs for a national competition which would be
announced and the designs shown on the LOUD internet site.
One notable entry was a manipulated photograph of a naked
smiling Pautine Hanson giving birth to a large black baby. The
image was made by a Melbourne artist who prefers to remain
anonymous and is known simply as "The Issue". His work is
overtly political and other current images on the internet by him
deal with the famine in the Sudan. Within a week of the image
appearing the Australia Council received a directive from the
Minister of Communications and the Arts Senator Richard Alston
to remove the image forthwith, having had a strongly worded
complaint from Ms Hanson who had been tipped off by a cadet
journalist on the Courier Mail. Michael Lynch, CEO of the Council
directed LOUD to remove it, which they promptly did, having
earlier gone into print saying that LOUD would be totally
uncensored. Hanson's complaint was that the image was
pornographic

The Adelaide-based Virtual Artists group decided they would
host this image and the accompanying debate on the home site of
one of the directors <http://jesse.va.com.au/frames.html>
because they objected to it being labelled as porn and also to the
manner in which all parties from Alston down had capitulated to
pressure. Virtual Artists have had a phone call from One Nation's
website manager saying "get this image off in an hour or expect a
call from our la-wyer". They did not and they have not.

Humility digitally manipulated image for LOUD postcard
competition 1998 by Daniel Rood

In the interests of everyone having a good laugh we reproduce
the image here. My view is tha.t the Member for Oxley is a public
figure and as such is fair game for traditIonal lampooning activity
by artists and jokesmiths If computer manipulation techniques
provide a helping hand this is the price of living in the digital
age. And as Jesse Reynolds on whose home site the image resides
asks of Ms Hanson "Which do you regard as pornographic 
childbirth or black babies'"

It is a sad state of affairs when the arms-length principle of
funding on which the Australia Council was based is now so
eroded that there "!Vas no apparent way in which lVlichael Lynch
could resist the peremptory demand of his Minister. Needless to
say a more enlightened Mmister would not have put his public
servant in such an untenable position. The conclusion we must
draw is that the Coalition is prepared to appease One Nation in
order to avoid having to defend themselves against the sort of
accusations which One Nation would make such as "condoning
pornography" and "corruptmg the morals of the young" - the
sort of publiCity which is never much of a vote-winner, but is
now even less so. 0

Stephanie Brilton, executive editor

Thanks to Lily Lynn and Bill Wright for information on the
1982 Juan Davila case.
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